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Control – Existing UI Treatment – Long Ad Titles 







•  But in this case, it was not a logging bug. 

•  An alert fired to say something was wrong with revenue (it was too high).  
•  This is useful in case you do something like log revenue twice. 

•  The change increased Bing’s revenue by 12% (over $120M at the time) without 
hurting any guardrail metrics. 

•  We are terrible at assessing the value of ideas. 
•  Few ideas generate over $100M in incremental revenue (as this idea), but the best 

revenue-generating idea in Bing’s history to that point was badly rated and delayed 
for months! 





Online Controlled Experiments (A/B/n Tests)

•  Simple	concept:	
1.  Randomly	split	traffic	between	two	(or	more)	versions	

•  Control:	Exis>ng	System		
•  Treatment(s):	Feature(s)	being	tested	

2.  Collect	metrics	of	interest	
3.  Analyze		

• Must	run	sta>s>cal	tests	to	confirm	differences	are	
not	due	to	chance	

• Sample	of	real	users		
Not	WEIRD	(Western,	Educated,	Industrialized,	Rich,	
and	Democra>c)	like	many		academic	research	samples	

• Scien>fic	way	to	prove	causality,	
i.e.,	the	changes	in	metrics	are	caused	by	changes	
introduced	in	the	treatment(s)	

• Used	by	MicrosoS,	Google,	Facebook,	NeUlix,	
LinkedIn,	and	many	others	

 

Control:	Exis>ng	
System	

Treatment:	
Exis>ng	System	
with	Feature	X	

50%	Users	 50%	Users	

Users	interac>ons	instrumented,	
analyzed	&	compared	

Analyze	at	the	end	of	the	
experiment	

Is	my	new	Feature	X	effec>ve?	
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Store Team of 110+ people 
~60 developers 
~40 data scientists 
~10 program managers 



Three Real Examples 



experiments that ran at Microsoft 

enough users for statistical validity

For each, I provide the Overall Evaluation Criterion (OEC) 

The challenge: You predict which variant will do best (by the OEC). 

left hand right hand

�  Let’s see if the room can beat random guessing! 



Version A

Version B

OEC

Raise your left hand A Wins  
Raise your right hand B Wins



http://bit.ly/expRulesOfThumb
Rule of Thumb: Reducing abandonment (1-clickthrough-rate) is hard. 

Shifting clicks is easy 



Version A

Version B

OEC

Raise your left hand A Wins  
Raise your right hand B Wins



WINNER



Figh>ng	video	game	that	runs	on	the	
Xbox	One	console	
Freemium	Model:	can	play	one	
character	for	free	(Jago)	but	must	
pay	to	play	others	
Team	hopes	to	increase	revenue	by	
ge_ng	players	to	purchase	
addi>onal	characters	



 	 	



 

 

Version A

Version B

OEC

Raise your left hand A Wins  
Raise your right hand B Wins





Four Important Lessons 



http://exp-platform.com/advanced-topics-in-
online-experiments/



 2% of queries end up with “No results.” 

 … But this optimization can have 
 unintended consequences 

@RonnyK



paper

Success 
✔ 

Failure ❌ 





Opening example (Bing Ads) worth 
over $120M annually 



Opening example (Bing Ads) worth 
over $120M annually 
Windows Search box example: $5M+ 



Opening example (Bing Ads) worth 
over $120M annually 
Windows Search box example: $5M+ 
Site Links in Ads: $50M annually 



Opening example (Bing Ads) worth 
over $120M annually 
Windows Search box example: $5M+ 
Site Links in Ads: $50M annually 
Changed text color for fonts in Bing: 
$10M annually 



250,000+  
Scorecards/year 

2,000+  
Experiments/month 

4,000+ 
Users/month 











trust

http://bit.ly/twymanLaw

http://exp-platform.com

Any figure that looks interesting or different is usually wrong 




